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Botanica: navigable, immersive sound art
Iain Mott1
Abstract
This article describes artistically and technically,

the environment and with human presence.

“Botanica”, a sound art work for gardens by the

Botanica is an outcome of his research in the

author. In the work, participants, together with a

field of ambisonics (a form a surround sound)

guide, use headphones and a laptop-equipped

and specifically the project “Ambisonic Cerra-

shoulder bag to explore an immersive sound

do” which involves the use of ambisonic field

composition overlaid on the landscape. The

recordings of the cerrado in theatrical contexts.

sounds heard are, for the large part, derived

The author’s open source computer software

from nature and involve audio recordings from

“Mosca” (an ambisonic extension class to the

the cerrado environments of Brazil’s central

“SuperCollider” music language) was created

west. As participants walk through the gar-

in the research and forms the technical basis

den, their movements are tracked by GPS and

of Botanica.

this allows them to hear a variety of sounds
mapped to different locations. The overlapping

Keywords

soundscapes encountered are 3-dimensional

sound art, ambisonics, locative arts, SuperCol-

and head-tracking on the headphones helps to

lider, interactivity, gardens, cerrado, surround

deliver a interactive immersion responsive to

sound, soundwalks, GPS, soundfield micro-

the finest movements of the listener. Sounds

phone, ambisonic toolkit

may be fixed in space, acting like beacons,
or may follow their own trajectory through
the garden. The headphones are of an open

Background and creative trajectory

type, allowing the natural sounds of the environment to blend with those of the overlay.

The current project, “Botanica”, which

Botanica is presented as a sonic fantasy. It is

involves the interaction of the public with an

inspired by landscape, the biosphere and the

immersive soundscape overlaid on the en-

elements and is returned to the environment in

vironment, is the result of a rather sudden

a form to be explored in a specific setting, the

cross-fertilisation of ideas relating to old and

garden, another fantasy of and for nature. It is

new projects. In this introduction, the origins of

a sound composition organised in space rather

Botanica are described and some basic infor-

than time and as such interacts directly with

mation is presented to introduce the principal
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technology behind the project, so-called “am-

from the west, an aeroplane passing directly

bisonics”.

overhead, the sound of distant traffic from a

The project commenced development

highway to the north-east and the chair creak-

strictly as tool for spatialising audio and the

ing beneath them after a long lunch. In ambi-

software for this initial impetus has been re-

sonics, if we wish to simulate this soundfield,

leased as an open source extension class to

we do so in two stages: an encoding stage that

the sound synthesis language “SuperCollid-

records the soundfield and a decoding stage to

er” , entitled “Mosca” . Mosca was part of a

reproduce it. The encoded audio signal contains

research project entitled “Ambisonic Cerrado”,

all the information needed to reproduce the

assisted by the MCTI/CNPq in the Edital Uni-

soundfield in generalised form. The decoding

versal. It involved a study of the acoustics and

phase, however, needs to be specified and

soundscape of cerrado environments in Brazil

herein lies the great flexibility of ambisonics. A

and the production of virtual acoustic environ-

given encoded soundfield may be reproduced

ments from the investigations with applica-

on a variety of different sound systems to suit

tions in the performing arts.

the required situation or available resources.

2
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For example, the same soundfield may be
decoded on a simple 4-channel loudspeaker
system arranged in square, a 32-loudspeaker 3-dimensional array or on a pair of headphones. The encoding stage may be acoustic
or synthetic. Acoustic encoding involves the
use of a special ambisonic microphone. One
such microphone is a “soundfield microphone”
which consists of a tetrahedral arrangement
of four microphone capsules ( Figure). The
microphone, after some post-processing, produces a signal or recorded file in four-channel
Figure 1. Core Sound “Tetramic” soundfield

“B-format” and this standard format is decod-

microphone

ed in the reproduction stage for the desired
configuration of loudspeakers. Synthetic en-

Ambisonics is a form of surround sound

coding involves the simulation of the angular

that reproduces “soundfields” for a given spa-

relationship of a sound source—for example a

tial location and was originally developed by

point source recorded as a mono signal—with

Michael Gerzon and others in the UK and the

a virtual ambisonic microphone. In the virtual

USA in the early 1970s. We may think of a

realm, we are free from some of the practical

soundfield as a composite of various sounds

constraints of multiple microphone capsules

arriving from various directions. For example,

and able to implement so-called “higher or-

sitting in a suburban garden, a person may

der” ambisonics (HOLLERWEGER, 2008). The

hear the sound of a neighbour’s dog barking

microphone shown in Figure represents a “1st

6
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order” system. Simply put, higher order ambi-

birds and insects, that it occurred to me that

sonics involves additional capsules (either real

central position on the GUI display could just

or virtual) on the microphone head and result

as easily mover in respect to the sounds as the

in less diffuse acoustic images, with sound

sounds move with respect to it. If using head-

sources more readily localised by the listener.

phones, one could potentially walk through

Ambisonics does not inherently encode dis-

soundfields and continue on to discover new

tance information. When performing synthetic

ones. And here a creative circle closed, merging

encoding, the sound designer must adjust ad-

with another project that I had created almost

ditional parameters such as reverberation to

twenty years earlier with colleagues Jim Sos-

give the impression of distance.

nin and Marc Raszewski. This project, “Sound

The Mosca extension class to Super-

Mapping”, was one of the very first new media

Collider offers a GUI-based interface to the

works and perhaps the first sound work to use

“Ambisonic Toolkit” library by Joesph Anderson

GPS technology to perform interactive map-

(ANDERSON, 2011, 2012) as well as other am-

ping of media (BEAN, 1999; HEMMENT, 2006;

bisonic resources. It enables the rapid author-

MOTT; RASZEWSKI; SOSNIN, 1998; MOTT;

ing of ambisonic materials from mixed sources.

SOSNIN, 1997; WILSON, 2002, p. 283–286).

The sound designer may for example combine

Where Sound Mapping involved the use by the

acoustically recorded B-format material with

public of rather heavy, wheel-able suitcases

spatialised mono or stereo signals from file or

to interact with playable musical algorithms

from live input. Decoding may be performed

distributed in outdoor space, the new head-

with an number of 1st order ambisonic de-

phone-based project would be light-weight,

coders available within SuperCollider or with

low-cost and would employ the latest develop-

a 2nd order external ambisonic decoder such

ments in ambisonics for superior sound quality.

as those available in Ambdec (ADRIAENSEN,

Since the launch of Sound Mapping in 1998,

2011).

there have been various other sound works

7
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It was during the development of the

using GPS, a number using mobile phones and

Mosca software that the idea for Botanica

headphones. With Botanica, as with Mosca, I

emerged. The soundfields reproduced in Mosca

will make its resources fully publicly available

are designed to be heard from a fixed and op-

as an open source project. The project for me

timal position in space, for example the central

is part of career-long fascination with sound in

seat of an audience. I had been experimenting

space, its reception by the listener and its re-

with the software, decoding and listening to

lationship to the physical world and to objects.

B-format recordings made in the cerrado on

That it revisits such an enjoyable earlier project

headphones and a circular loudspeaker array.

as Sound Mapping is as rewarding as it was

I was using moving soundfields, shifting in

unexpected.

respect to the fixed position of the listener,
passing like slow moving waves in the ocean.
It was while walking in the Botanical Gardens
of Brasilia, listening to similar soundscapes of

Matéria e Memória
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A garden of sound – broad concept and
aims

It is the exaggerated and exuberant nature of
gardens that appealed to me when deciding
upon a setting for this ambulatory sound proj-

Recordings collected as part of Ambisonic Cer-

ect. In this project, I wish to work as a “sound

rado were made with a soundfield microphone

gardener”, bringing native and exotic acoustic

of the type shown in Figure and are available

species to the garden as one would plant an

online on an interactive map: http://escuta.

ornamental cactus or construct a Japanese lily

org/mapa. Data on the map is located in three

pond. I wish to be free from rational acoustic

main regions: in Chapada dos Veadeiros, the

constraints. Free to combine the sound of

Botanical Gardens of Brasilia (another mainly

crickets, with those of sea birds, with those

cerrado environment) and a chácara just out-

of feeding fish, with electro-acoustic sounds,

side of Brasilia. The sounds recorded are of

with other concrete material. I also wish to

birds, insects (particularly cicadas), water and

mix reality and fantasy. The naturally occurring

frogs. One of the ironies for me in making the

sounds of the garden are to be valued, and in

recordings, is that the wilderness is not neces-

this sense, the project will have something in

sarily the place to encounter an abundance of

common with the “soundwalks” of the acoustic

wildlife. On many excursions I found the envi-

ecology movement (SCHAFER, 1977; WEST-

ronment to be silent. The chácara, on the other

ERKAMP, 1974). Botanica aims to give natural

hand, with its orchards, water reservoirs and

and synthetic sounds equal aesthetic weight,

fertilised flower and garden beds, was teeming

to at times make them indistinguishable.

9

with life. The animals, I conclude, are no fools.

Botanica will be staged in sessions with
small groups of between 5 and 10 participants,
depending on resources. The group, together
with a guide, will explore a defined region of a
garden for a period of approximately 30 minutes. Each participant will be equipped with a
listening kit consisting of a headphones with
mounted sensors and a shoulder bag containing a laptop computer. The laptops will be
recharged between sessions, allowing for multiple outings each day.

Methodology
To achieve the illusion of parity between real
and virtual sounds, a system is necessary
Figure 2: Poster concept with botanical illustra-

that is sensitive to the finest movements of

tion by Maria Sibylla Merian (1647 - 1717)

the listener. The virtual sounds heard by par-
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ticipants must rival, in fidelity and behaviour,

soundfield is additionally responsive to upward

those encountered in the real world. To these

or downward movements of the head and tilt-

ends, a portable, headphone-based ambisonic

ing of the head to the sides. The second task in

system has been developed with the Mosca

adapting Mosca for the Botanica project was

software as a starting point and using GPS and

to implement GPS, enable the importation and

head-tracking to enable the user to navigate

calibration of maps into the GUI and facilitate

soundfields mapped to geographical space.

the displacement of the map and its associated

Headphones are of an open type, allowing for

soundfields and sound sources with incoming

external sounds to be heard.

GPS data. A Ublox NEO-6M GPS module was
chosen, wired to Arduino Uno and the Arduino
programmed to send data from both the motion shield and GPS unit to SuperCollider. The
Arduino and sensors have been fitted to the
top of a pair of AKG K501 headphones for the

Figure 3: Botanica: impression of participant’s

prototype. The prototype has been tested on a

experience

laptop running Ubuntu Studio 16.04 operating
system but should also run on macOS. The lap-

In adapting Mosca, the first step was to
implement head-tracking. For this purpose,

top has a processor speed 2.60GHz and 8Gb
of RAM.

an “Arduino Uno” microcontroller was used
10

with an “Arduino 9 Axis Motion Shield” . This
device contains the Bosch BNO055 absolute
orientation sensor and with the accompanying
C++ Arduino library, it provides the Euler angles of heading, roll and pitch.

11

The Arduino

with motion shield are connected to a laptop
via USB and data from the Arduino is sent to
SuperCollider running on the machine with
a custom serial protocol. As described in the
introduction, the listener hears the presented
soundfield (constructed of various overlapping
soundfields) after a specific decoding stage, in
this case, for binaural headphone use. Imme-

Figure 2: Poster concept with botanical illustra-

diately prior to the decoding, a global trans-

tion by Maria Sibylla Merian (1647 - 1717)

formation is applied to the B-format signal to
affect the changes in heading, roll and pitch.

Figure shows the current GUI for the Bo-

In this way, when the listener turns his or her

tanica SuperCollider class. In the GUI, the listen-

head, the sound field moves accordingly. The

er is represented by the central grey dot. The

orientation sensor is 3-dimensional so the

pink dots are the virtual sound sources. Sound

Matéria e Memória
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sources may be mono, stereo or B-format re-

use will be included in the help file for the class

cordings or signals from synthesis algorithms

within SuperCollider.

within SuperCollider. As the listener moves
through the garden, the map moves in the opposite direction to his or her path with the grey

Early results and current status

dot remaining at the centre. The pink dots may
be stationary on the map or may have their

In tests with the 2.60GHz laptop with 8Gb of

own animated trajectories, with the recording

RAM (see Methodology above), it became ap-

mechanism located at the bottom-left of the

parent that a device of this specification rep-

GUI. As the listener moves, the sound sourc-

resents the minimum standard to run Botanica.

es move relative to the sliding map. Like real

Ideally a faster machine should be used to per-

sounds, the virtual sound sources become qui-

mit a larger number sources in the presented

eter with distance and they become inaudible

sound field at any one particular moment in

once they pass outside the circular boundary

time. The laptop was however effective and

of the map. Reverberation is an important cue

a binaural video demonstration of its use has

in the communication of distance and the GUI

been created on the following page: http://

offers separate controls for close and distant

escuta.org/botanicavideo. The video is uned-

reverberation. Reverberation is achieved via a

ited and is made from the perspective of the

convolution method using impulse responses

participant. It should be listened to with head-

(IRs) from a chosen environment. The software

phones with left and right channels correctly

Aliki (ADRIAENSEN, 2006) was used to create

oriented. The camera follows the participant’s

the IRs and I have written a short guide to their

head movements and the sounds heard in the

creation in the field on the page http://escuta.

headphones, move correspondingly.

org/aliki. The head-tracking unit self-calibrates

I am currently applying to exhibit Botan-

to the earth’s magnetic field. In order to align

ica at a number of venues. Assistance is being

with true north on the map, a magnetic dec-

sought to produce 7 listening units with head-

lination value for the geographical region is

phones (AKG K612 Pro), Arduinos, GPS, mo-

entered on initiation of the class instance.

tion-sensors and shoulder bags. Laptops are

The Botanica software is used to per-

to be hired for each event. The Botanica sys-

form the mapping of sounds in advance of

tem will be released as open source software

public interaction and to deliver the 3D sound

at the time of its first exhibition. This software

experience in the field. The software display is

will include code for the Botanica SuperCollid-

not visible to participants. A full technical de-

er class as well as Arduino code to facilitate

scription of the software is beyond the scope

head-tracking and location via GPS. To access

of this paper, however a detailed article on

these resources in the future, please consult

its precursor, Mosca, is to be published in the

the following page: http://escuta.org/botanica.

12

online journal “Dramaturgias” later this year.
When Botanica is finally released as an open
source project (see below), instructions for its
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mail.music.vt.edu/mailman/listinfo/sursound.

Conclusion

The website http://www.ambisonic.net also
provides resources and the Wikipedia page

Botanica brings together a variety of research

on ambisonics provides an excellent technical

areas in which I have been involved over the

introduction: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Am-

course of many years and does so in a form
that is open, flexible and readily applicable to
different locations and contexts. It is a very

bisonics.
7

tion with Mosca, see O Teatro dos Ouvidos de

economical work, using low-cost or readi-

Valerè Novarina: http://cen.unb.br/oteatrodo-

ly accessible materials and delivering a high

souvidos

quality audio result. As an open source project,
the system behind the artwork will be readily
reproducible and as such may be used in other
creative endeavours, particularly virtual and
augmented reality projects. There is also an en-

8

See also: http://escuta.org/sm

9

Small, largely recreational farm

10

http://www.arduino.org/products/shields/arduino-9-axes-motion-shield

vironmental side to project and Botanica may
be used to help educate the public on vulnera-

11

ble natural habitats such Brazil’s cerrado. Above
all, Botanica encourages the public to listen.

For an example of an acoustic theatre produc-

http://www.arduino.org/learning/reference/9-axes-motion

12

http://periodicos.unb.br/index.php/dramaturgias

Notes
2

http://supercollider.github.io

3

http://escuta.org/mosca, https://github.com/
escuta/mosca

4

Cerrado is the general term for the savana-like
vegetation of central Brazil. The cerrado is extensive, occupying an estimated 2 million km²
of land and has great biodiversity.

5

http://escuta.org/abisoniccerrado

6

For information on the origins and nature
of ambisonics as well as extensive lists of
early publications on the subject, see: www.
michaelgerzonphotos.org.uk. Ambisonics
is still under active development and many
of the leading researchers participate in the
email discussion group “Sursound”: https://
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